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GABA





It may decrease the amount of time it takes to fall asleep.

It may increase the amount of time spent in REM sleep.

300 milligrams (mg) of GABA one hour before bed for
four weeks showed a statistically significant reduction in
the time needed to fall asleep.
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_ The Internet
_ The (dark place called the) Internet

It may decrease the amount of time it takes to fall asleep.

It may increase the amount of time spent in REM sleep.

300 milligrams (mg) of GABA one hour before bed for
four weeks showed a statistically significant reduction in
the time needed to fall asleep.
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Results





The Internet can be wrong, sometimes
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Hi, I’m a
drug dealer
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Summer 2019 Let’s stop
eating for 3

days



Summer 2019

NiceUmmm..
ok

Great
idea



Fasting
what happens when you stop eating
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Fasting
what happens when you stop eating
and eat again

glucose

days
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What is Biohackeri

What we are doing 

How to get involved



A place for 
Open citizen science
Self-experimentation
and DIY Biology



A place for 
Open citizen science
Self-experimentation
and DIY Biology
focused on Health and Wellbeing







can any of this be useful?
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High risk of ovarian cancer



[Drescher et al. 2013] 
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the use of general population threshold.
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The directional change is more important than
the use of general population threshold.

example:
      What is a normal body temperature
      - a range of: 33.2–38.2 °C (91.8–100.8 °F)*

      If your resting heart-rate goes from 
      35bpm to 65bpm

* [Sund-Levander 2002]



But measurements are expensive...



Prevention Diagnosis Treatment



Prevention Diagnosis Treatment

cost



What is Biohackeri

What we are doing 

How to get involved



Continuous Glucose Monitor (CGM)
som framtida folkhälsoverktyg

Ongoing projects



Continuous Glucose Monitor (CGM)
som framtida folkhälsoverktyg

Ongoing projects

What’s the 20% that impacts the 80%
of people’s health?



Goal of the project

Alcohol+Tobacco Diet & High Glucose
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[Folkhälsomyndigheten 2021] Mat och Fysisk aktivitet
Based on Global Burden of Disease, Sverige 2017

% LOSS 
IN HEALTHY 
YEARS



"If more information was the answer, 
then we'd all be billionaires with perfect abs."

_ Derek Sivers



A rise of using glucose monitoring among 
healthy individuals

“95% of the public are in favour of sharing their health
data for research and health promotion purposes.”
_ Research Sweden's opinion poll 2019 

Verify that it can have an impact on the general population in Uppsala.
Identify if, how and how often this tool can be used



Ongoing projects

Continuous Glucose Monitor (CGM)
som framtida folkhälsoverktyg

Open source library glyco



Ongoing projects

Continuous Glucose Monitor (CGM)
som framtida folkhälsoverktyg

Open source library glyco

Awesome-experiments curated list of self-experiments
data and open citizen science data
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biohackeri.com

ismail@biohackeri.com contribute or participate



How do I get involved?

biohackeri.com

ismail@biohackeri.com

Facebook/Instagram (biohackeri) events



THANK YOU


